


There’s not a lot of parts to the kit.  This is starting to look like an Evan Jones 12 hour build.   

After the Henschel Hs123 disaster of a kit I thought I’d try something a little 

different.  To start with I picked a more modern kit and something relatively 

simple.  The subject is a 1/350 scale Victor III Class Russian submarine from 

Hobby Boss. 



The build starts with the assembly of the main hull.  There was absolutely no sprue cutting required.  I 
started by gluing one side and then moved to the opposite side of the hull.  This took a matter of 

minutes to complete.  No problems were encountered.   



The instructions have you attach all the periscopes, etc. to the conning tower.  I didn’t think this made 
a lot of sense as there’s a 100% chance that I’d break them all off.  They’ll be attached last.  A name 

plate and a nice stand are also included and took seconds to assemble. 



A few more minutes and photo etch parts were glued to the conning tower.   



So far everything has gone well with this kit.  The update is about 30 

minutes worth of work.  Since it’s a simple build I plan on spending more 

time on the painting phase.  I will not be painting it straight black, in fact I’m 

planning on using very little black on the final product.  But I’m not at that 

stage yet anyways.  Stay tuned for more updates comrades. 





Even though the hull fit was good I still decided to slap on some putty along the main seam. 

Welcome to the second instalment of the Victor III Class submarine build. 



The pictures show that there were no significant fit issues that required tonnes of putty.  I likely would 
have been able to sand everything smooth without the use of putty, however I wanted to avoid the 

risk of destroying too many of the recessed panel lines. 



Dymo tape was used as a guide to rescribe some of the lost panel lines.  After scribing 2000 grit 
sandpaper was used to smooth everything out. 



There’s a couple of areas in the kit that require some improvement.  The fit of the doors where the 
dive planes attach to fit poorly and protrude too much.  I sanded them on the edge to make them fit 

better but it didn’t do much.  It’s easy to sand them flush after the glue has set and there is no detail in 
the area that is sanded away.  There’s also a couple of intakes that were opened up with a round file. 



You have the option to use a photo etch propeller and I used it as the plastic item didn’t look as good.  
You have to saw away the end hub off the plastic item and attach it to a shaft onto the propeller.  I also 

added a hub out of tube that meets the main hull for a better appearance.  Otherwise the propeller 
would sit right up against the hull which I didn’t think would look good. 



The instructions do a poor job explaining what ‘State I’ and ‘State II’ mean.  In the end I chose 
whatever option looked best to me.  Mix and match.  All periscope type devices were cut off the 
sprues and clamped ready for painting.  The fit of the rear stabilisers was excellent and I used Mr. 

Surfacer to fill the gaps and Mr. Color Thinner to smooth everything out. 



I wasn’t crazy about the fit of the diving planes so I decided to put an angle on the mating edge to get 
them to sit tight up against the main hull. 

Before After 



This kit took no time at all to put together.  There were just a few small fit 

issues but nothing anybody couldn’t handle.  Next up will be the painting 

stage.  I also want to mention that the included stand has come in very 

handy during the construction phase.  It made setting the model down very 

easy.  Nothing has broken so far. 





Lat time around everything was ready for paint.  I started with a light dusting of Steam Power Black 
from Polly Scale.   

Welcome to the third instalment of the Victor III Class submarine build. 



The primed kit was then rubbed down with a very fine Scotch-Brite type pad.  Then a thinned Neutral 
grey was sprayed.  The spray patter was from top down.   



Dark Grey was next and was used to run streak up and down and to darken certain panel areas.  Then 
without cleaning the paint mixing jar I added some Hull Red.  This was sprayed downwards at the drain 

ports. 



Note to self…make sure there’s no wet thinner on your gloves before handling the model!  I then 
sprayed a thinned Nato Black, again top to bottom. 



I wanted to avoid using black but ended up dusting a thinned coat over everything.  It was too grey for 
my liking before.  I sprayed Future over everything and let it dry on my gravity defying holder which 

consisted of a clamped hypodermic needle shoved up the tail of the sub. 



I also sprayed a gloss black on the stand.  Right now it looks like it’s crazing.  I’ll have to wait and see 
how it turns out.  Wouldn’t be a build without problems… 



I hope that all the work of adding the different colours will end up being 

seen.  The gloss coat always tens to blend everything together.  Next step is 

the white stripe.  I wanted a gloss coat on before I did any masking.  After 

that it’s decals.  There’s not many and hopefully they’ll settle well onto the 

surface. 





Last time around everything was painted except for a white stripe around the hull.  Everything was 
taped and a light dusting of white was applied.   

Welcome to the fourth instalment of the Victor III Class submarine build. 



Using a knife I started scratching up the white figuring it would be exposed to wear and tear.   



This fuzzy photo (sorry) shows a number of washes applied.  At this stage I had added the few decals 
that were included in the kit.  The white decals were dry brushed with some black to tone them down. 



There’s the option to include lots of periscope types and obviously I exercised the option.  The metallic 
sections were done with Rub n’ Buff. 



The problems I encountered on the base were due to not coating it with Mr. Surfacer first.  Evan had 
similar issues during the last 12 hour build, so when using Krylon I recommend a base coat of Mr. 

Surfacer.  The text was brought out by sanding the raised lettering. 



The last thing I did was to coat everything in a coat of Gunze flat and attach the propeller.  It was also 
coated with Rub n’ Buff and then covered with a thin coat of clear yellow. 



This was a quick and easy build.  I don’t recall seeing weathered modern 

subs at contest, so perhaps that’s something a little different.  Painting it all 

black would have obviously made the build even quicker and it would still 

look good.  I highly recommend this kit for anyone wanting to build 

something a little different without investing a lot of time or money. 
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Category Rating

Ease of Assembly 5

Instruction clarity 5

Accuracy 5

Decal quality 5

Required parts clean up 5

Kit price 5

Average overall rating 5.0

Minimal.

Not too much from what I recall.

A quick and easy build.

Rating Description

Comments

Nothing really serious to worry about.

Who knows, looks like a submarine to me.

No issues were encountered.

No problems were encountered.  Good to know as I have 


